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Summit PolarPro Landscape KIT
The Summit Landscape kit from the PolarPro brand surprises not only with perfectly matched equipment for passionate photographers,
but  also  provides  accessories  made  of  the  highest  quality  materials.  The  minimalist  form  factor  of  the  Summit  filter  system  and
lightweight  aluminum  construction  compared  to  traditional  landscape  filter  systems  make  it  an  ideal  kit  for  photographers  who  love
challenges and are not afraid of wildlife adventure.
 
Excellent image quality
The  Circular  Polarizer  filter  with  an  aluminum  frame  not  only  provides  filter  protection,  but  also  reduces  unwanted  flare,  resulting  in
clearer, more defined colors. And ND filters with 16-layer coatings reduce light, allowing long exposures without sacrificing image quality.
An ND4-GR filter is also included to control exposure and further adds a subtle gradient effect, balancing exposure in different lighting
conditions.
 
Reliable components
The aluminum construction was created for  professional  photographers who are constantly looking for  challenges in the field.  Rugged
and  sturdy,  it  ensures  reliability  even  in  the  most  demanding  conditions,  all  while  maintaining  consistent  quality  for  years  to  come.
Equipped with a filter lock and a hood clip, the core provides exceptional flexibility of use. The threaded plates, on the other hand, allow
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free 360° rotation of the mounted filters, giving you full control over the angle and composition of your photographs.
 
Included
CoreCP filterND64 filterND4-GR filterThreaded plate 77 mmThreaded plate 82 mm
 
ManufacturerPolarProModelSMMT-ESSNTL-KITRdzeń112  mm,  150  gThreaded  plates77  mm,  82  mmCircular  filter107  x  4  mm,  44  gND
filters106 x 126 x 4 mm, 68 gGradient filter106 x 176 x 4 mm, 95 g

Price:

Before: € 833.0052

Now: € 750.00

Photo, Video, Accessories, Filters
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